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Introduction 

In the rapidly evolving landscape of blockchain technology, a groundbreaking standard known as 

DN404 has emerged, bridging the gap between Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) and traditional 

tokens. This innovative protocol combines the unique attributes of NFTs (ERC721) with the 

divisibility and liquidity of standard tokens (ERC20), offering a versatile and dynamic asset class. 

The Live Boy Cruisers Club (LBCC) is at the forefront of this revolution, presenting a unique 

investment opportunity on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) platform. 

The DN404 Standard: A Fusion of ERC20 and ERC721 

The DN404 standard, introduced in February 2024, represents a significant milestone in blockchain 

asset innovation. By co-joining the ERC20 and ERC721 protocols, DN404 enables the creation of 

assets that possess both the indivisibility and uniqueness of NFTs and the fungibility of traditional 

tokens. This hybrid model opens new avenues for investment, ownership, and utility within the 

blockchain ecosystem. 

ERC20+ERC721=ERC404 

As our DN404 asset is on BSC [Binance Smart Chain], we can call it as World’s first BEP404. 

Key Features of DN404: 

• Hybrid Ownership: Assets under the DN404 standard can be owned both as a singular, 

unique item and as a part of a divisible, shareable pool. 

• Enhanced Liquidity: By allowing fractional ownership of NFTs, DN404 assets can enjoy 

greater liquidity, making them more accessible to a wider range of investors. 

• Versatile Utility: These assets can serve multiple purposes across various platforms, 

enhancing their value and usability within the digital landscape. 

Live Boy Cruisers Club (LBCC): Pioneering DN404 

The LBCC represents an exclusive collection of 10,000 units under the DN404 standard, available 

for presale on the PinkSale launchpad. This collection is not just a set of digital assets but a vibrant 

community of investors and enthusiasts united by a shared passion for innovation and the beauty 

of the sea connected with a Generative AI generated game with the power of Gioco Studio, a 

leading game publisher.   



Once upon a time, in a world of endless possibility, there were the Cruiser Boys. These daring 

young men travelled the world in search of adventure and excitement, always seeking out the next 

big thrill. They spent their days lounging on the sun-soaked beaches of exotic locales, smoking 

cigars, cigarettes, and pipes as they regaled each other with tales of their latest exploits. 

 

As they travelled from beach to beach, they encountered all manner of colorful characters - from 

burly fishermen to sleek catamaran sailors - and engaged in all sorts of activities, from deep-sea 

fishing to jet-skiing. No matter what they did, the Cruiser Boys always did it with style and 

panache, turning heads and winning hearts wherever they went. 

And now, you too can join the ranks of the Cruiser Boys, with a set of NFTs generated by a cutting-

edge generative art engine. Each NFT depicts one of these daring young men in his finest form, 

engaging in various activities on the beach. Whether he's lounging on a deck chair, smoking a pipe 

and enjoying the ocean breeze, or jetting across the waves on a high-powered watercraft, you'll be 

captivated by the level of detail and artistry on display. 

But these NFTs are more than just art - they're a window into a world of adventure and excitement, 

where anything is possible and the only limit is your imagination. With each NFT you purchase, 

you'll be transported to a different beach and a different time, where the Cruiser Boys are always at 

their best and the party never stops. 

So come join us on this wild ride, and experience the thrills and excitement of the Cruiser Boys for 

yourself. The adventure awaits! 

 

The NFT Aspect: Unique Digital Artwork 

At the heart of LBCC lies a collection of 10,000 unique digital images, each depicting a sea beach 

boy with a distinctive combination of colourful clothing, hats, and facial expressions. These 

artworks capture the essence of freedom, adventure, and the vibrant spirit of youth, making each 

piece a valuable and unique asset for collectors. 

Investment Appeal 

Investing in LBCC offers multiple benefits: 

• Exclusivity: Ownership of a unique piece of digital art that embodies the spirit of the beach 

and adventure. 

• Divisibility: The opportunity to invest in fractions of an NFT, making it accessible to a 

broader range of investors. 

• Community: Becoming part of an enthusiastic community with shared interests in 

blockchain innovation and digital art. 

• Potential for Appreciation: As the DN404 standard gains traction, the early adoption of 

LBCC assets could see significant appreciation in value. 



 

 

LBCC on the Binance Smart Chain 

Choosing the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) for LBCC offers several advantages: 

• Lower Transaction Fees: BSC's efficient architecture ensures lower transaction costs, 

making it more economical for investors to participate in the presale and trade LBCC assets. 

• High Performance: BSC's high throughput and fast transaction speeds ensure a smooth 

and efficient trading experience. 

• Broad Compatibility: BSC's compatibility with a wide range of wallets and platforms 

enhances the accessibility and usability of LBCC assets. 

Conclusion 

The Live Boy Cruisers Club represents a unique convergence of art, technology, and community. By 

leveraging the innovative DN404 standard, LBCC offers investors and collectors an unprecedented 

opportunity to be part of a pioneering movement in the blockchain space. As we stand on the 

brink of this new era, we invite investors from around the world to join us in shaping the future of 

digital asset ownership and enjoyment. 

   For further information and to participate in the presale, interested parties are encouraged to 

visit the LBCC page on the PinkSale platform. 

 

Important Links:  

Telegram: https://t.me/lbccclub  

X/Twitter: https://twitter.com/DevLBCC  

Website: https://liveboycruisersclub.com  

Discord: https://discord.com/invite/D84BwCeZfU  

 

Pinksale Presale Page: 

https://www.pinksale.finance/launchpad/bsc/0x749809EB4Fe9B7c9805252D074aE4F5372b7

Ab0b  

Token Contract: https://bscscan.com/address/0x740be162bd610dd129406f398b4d410610c54ae1    

NFT Contract: https://bscscan.com/address/0xfebd5767f347140611f831fbdbaf1c65dc3ba3e8  
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